TSC Task Force: ONAP for Enterprise Business

### Meetings:

- **Mailing List:** (Groups.io)
  - onap-enterprise@lists.onap.org
  - List URL: https://lists.onap.org/g/onap-enterprise
  - Sticky Post: https://lists.onap.org/g/onap-enterprise/message/7
  - Hashtag: #enterprise

- **Calendar:** (Groups.io)
  - https://lists.onap.org/calendar

- **Slack Channel:** #sub-enterprise

- **Recordings:** Enterprise Recordings

### ONAP For Enterprise - Roadmap (Latest Update: Jan 11th, 2022)

- **1H 2021**
  - Kick-Off the Task Force
  - Define Magma Controller CNF and AGW VNF using ONAP Integration
    - Comply with Anuket (Kubernetes-RC-2)  
      - ONAP Integration with Kubernetes
      - Magma Controller Integration with Kubernetes

- **2H 2021**
  - Implement KPIs as VES (DCAE)
  - Identify/Implement Control Loop
  - Implement SABRES Integration
  - Core Network Slicing using ONAP
  - RAN Integration and E2E 5G Functionality
  - Explore Enterprise Use Case for Walmart

- **1H 2022 (TBC)**
  - Implement Magma Controller CNF and AGW VNF using ONAP Integration including Interface via SO/SNDCDS (*)
  - Identify KPIs/Metrics (*)
  - Use Rebeca Abot to exercise AGW
  - Explore SABRES Integration (Secured Network Slices)

- **2H 2022 (TBC)**
  - Identify AI/ML patterns
  - Identify Network Data Analytics Function Integration (NWDIAF)

- **1H 2023 (TBC)**
  - Orchestrate Magma Controller and AGW CNFs using ONAP
  - Handle Multiple AGW CNFs Orchestration
  - Network Slicing Optimization
  - LCM Operations i.e. upgrade, etc.

### Meeting Minutes

- 2021 Enterprise Task Force
- 2022 Enterprise Task Force

### Working Group Activities

- ONAP / MAGMA / VES Meeting Preparation Discussion - 11/15/21
- ONAP-Magma Architecture Collection - Developer Wiki - Confluence

### Recent Presentation Material

- 2022-01-11 - ONAP TSC Task Force: ONAP For Enterprise Business
- 2021-10-11 - Panel Discussion: ONAP For Enterprise Business
- 2021-06-08 - ONAP TSC Task Force: ONAP For Enterprise Business
- 2021-02-02 - ONAP TSC Task Force: ONAP For Enterprise Business